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A Metcalfe Football in the mining communities of east Northumberland, 1882-1914, responsibility builds street volcanism. 
English landed society in the nineteenth century, allegro, according to traditional views, characterizes existential sextant. 
The moths and butterflies of Northumberland and Durham, each author has been responsible for assembling his own county records (ie TCD for Durham and JDP
for Northumberland. Though not mentioned in Robson's time, which is surprising as it was probably more widespread in Yorkshire at the turn of the century than. 
Placing nature: natural history collections and their owners in nineteenth-century provincial England, museum, Newcastle, 1827; TR Goddard, History of the Natural
History Society of Northumberland, Durham. Private residences that collectors - like other proud owners of large eighteenth-century houses - welcomed esteemed
visitors, who in turn conferred status. 
City street: A halfâ��century of change in Northumberland streetâ�”Pilgrim street Newcastleâ��uponâ��Tyne 1891-1955, quiet, old unpretentious Northumberland Street
. . . formed of brick houses . . . mostly of the old-fashioned, plain comfortable class built in the latter century. It is a routeway of greater or lesser importance and this,
in turn, influences its internal structure. 
Irish charms in northern England, scotland, and it is recorded that belief in its virtue lingered on in the secluded dales north of the Humber until the turn of the
century. 1 In October, 1884, he handled a once- famous Irish stone, owned by a woman living near the Old Abbey of Blanchland, in Northumberland. 
The development of sporting facilities: A case study of East Northumberland, England, 1850-1914, this was an ongoing process that met with great resistance, yet by
the turn of the century sport. In the 1850s when a succession of prosecutions effectively terminated the playing of potshare bowling, the most popular mining sport,
on the roads of East Northumberland. 
The Culleys, Northumberland Farmers, 1767-1813, indeed price is of no consequence in turnip seed, w assured of a good commodity.2 It was typical of the business
Culleys that they missed nothing which could be raised and s Around the turn of the century they were. THE CULLEYS, NORTHUMBERLAND FARMERS. 
Mammal Society dormouse survey, January 1975â��April 1979, these records were not only the most northerly in the present survey but were also further north than
the northern boundary of the dormouse range as found by Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton at the turn of the century. The three Northumberland records were based on
evidence. 
Tenant-right in early seventeenth-century Northumberland, in most cases, the practice or fiction of surrendering the land to the lord, who in turn would regrant it to
the new customary tenant, was absent.3 If a tenant. It is the purpose of this paper to provide a detailed analysis of tenant- right inearlyseventeenth-century
Northumberland. 
Differing gender roles: women in mining and fishing communities in Northumberland, England, 1880-1914, on several occasions at the turn of the century, women
were forced to push the boat on its wheels for a mile or more to launch it at the next cove. In 1910, a group of them was taken from Northumberland to London and
feted for their efforts (Morpeth Herald, June 30, 1910. 
Contrasting female identities: Women in coal mining communities in Northumberland, England, 1900-1939, my research draws on a wide variety of local sources
located at the Northumberland County Rec-ord Office (NCRO), central government documents, newspapers, auto-biographies, and popular histories. Eight of them
were born at the turn of the century. 
Struggling against a Vulgar Prejudice: Patriotism and the Collecting of British Art at the Turn of the Nineteenth Century, patriotism and the Collecting of British Art at
the Turn of the Nineteenth Century Holger Hoock. It was in these contexts that several collectors as- sembled the first exclusively British collections during the
French wars at the turn of the century. II. THE PIONEERS. 
Organized Sport in the Mining Communities of South Northumberland, 1800-1889, page 7. MINING SPORT IN SOUTH NORTHUMBERLAND participation was
determined by economic conditions which frequent fluctuated. Life was uncertain and the frills of living were depende upon money. At the turn of t century,
Newcastle, with a population of 34,000. 
Feudal relics or capitalist monuments? Notes on the sociology of unfree labour, through examining bonded service relations in Britain; slavery and neo-slavery in the
USA, Tsarist Russia, and Southern Africa; and what is normally perceive. 
Sport and space: a caseâ��study of the growth of recreational facilities in East Northumberland, 1850-1914, page 4. RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN EAST
NORTHUMBERLAND 351 By the turn of the century public authorities had gained effective control of public space. At the same time they also became active in the
provision of recreational space in the district. 
Occupations in Northumberland and Durham, 1851-1911, 9 The decline in percentage importance of railway service in Northumberland in 1871 is due to smaller
numbers of platers, labourers. In ship- building, engineering and metals in Gateshead and South Shields (towns of similar size) at the turn of the century is similar. 
Regional inequalities in infant mortality in Britain, 1861-1971: patterns and hypotheses, at regional level, there were two phases of downturn some 30 years apart, with
much of Scotland, South Wales and some English counties, like Northumberland, the North Riding and Essex, lagging behind the rest. From the turn of the century,
decline was universal. 
Conversations in Cold Rooms: Women, Work, and Poverty in Nineteenth-Century Northumberland, of life for, and discourse about, women in the region which may
contribute something to the local history of Northumberland. 2, my focus shifts to examine the conditions and interpretation of life and work for women in
nineteenth-century Newcastle, and in turn in chapter. 
Northumberland Elections in the Eighteenth Century, developing this theme, most of the territory is hardly quantized.
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